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Nixon to revamp
executive branch
By Waller R. Mean
AP Political Writer
President Nixon, astride his lonely
landslide, made arrangements yesterday (or a shake-up of his staff and Cabinet during his four more years in the
White House.
IV dispatched a top aide to Saigon to
discuss progress toward the peace he
promised the voters.
And the White House said there was
no feeling of disappointment at the
split-ticket election that awarded the
President history's greatest landslide
margin over Democratic challenger
George McGovern but left the Democrats in firm command of Congress
Nixon disclosed he has asked for
standby resignations from every official he has appointed to office, to make
way for a reorganization of the executive branch as he approaches a second
term
Press secretary Ronald L Ziegler
said Nixon disclosed his plans for a
restructuring and reorganizing of the
executive branch when he held a series
of post-election talks with staff aides,
the Cabinet and agency heads
Ziegler. responding to questions, said
Nixon had made clear he wanted the
standby resignations on his desk in the
near future
They will be forthcoming from all
White House staffers. Cabinet members, top agency officials and even
some middle-level bureaucrats who
serve as presidential appointees.
Ziegler would offer no indication of
whose resignations Nixon might
accept, saying the President has yet to
make such decisions.
Ziegler was asked whether the tact
that the names of some While House
aides have been linked with some
aspects of the Watergate bugging con-

troversy would have any effect on their
jobs in a second term "None whatsoever.'' he responded
At least two Cabinet membersDefense Secretary Melvin Laird and
Housing Secretary George Romneyhave signified their intention to leave
their posts soon
There have been indications that
most other Cabinet members would
remain, as well as the principal members of Nixon's White House staff.
NIXON'S REPUBLICAN party
actually lost two seats in the Senate
which will convene in January with 57
Democratic members. 43 Republicans
In the House, the GOP scored a gain
of 12 seats, not even one-third of the
massive turnover they needed to take
charge there
That divided verdict came Tuesday
while Nixon was burying McGovem
beneath these returns, with 97 per cent
of the national vote counted
Nixon 45.766.218 or 61 per cent.
McGovern 28.357.667 or 38 per cent
Nixon's share matched closely that
gained by Democratic President
Lyndon B Johnson in trouncing
Republican Barry Goldwater eight
years ago
In electoral-vote terms, the landslide
was even greater. McGovern winning
only one state. Massachusetts, and the
District of Columbia, gaining a total of
17 electoral votes
Nixon won 49 states, 521 electoral
votes
McGovern was flying from Sioux
Palls. S D , where he conceded to
Nixon Tuesday night with a qualified
pledge of support, to Washington, on
his way to a Virgin Islands vacation
ZIEGLER SAID the election returns
signaled "the vast majority of the

people support the President and what
he is doing.''
Ziegler said ticket-splitting and continued Democratic control of Congress
were "not marked by a feeling of disappointment" at the White House
Historically, the party in White
House power loses congressional seats
in midterm elections so Tuesday's
ticket-splitting verdict likely meant
four more years of Democratic control
on Capitol Hill

"

On the foreign-policy front. Nixon
sent Gen. Alexander M Haig Jr., his
second-ranking staff advisor on national security, to Saigon to confer with
South Vietnamese President Nguyen
VanThieu
Ziegler said Haig would "confer with
President Thieu on progress of peace
negotiations, and make a general
assessment of the situation in Indochina "

Cold
weather

The Ohio American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLUI has filed suit in U.S.
District Court in Columbus declaring
the Board of Regents residency
requirements for out-of-state students
as unconstitutional.
Benson Wolman, director of the Ohio
chapter of the ACLU. said he hopes
legal action can begin before the end of
the year.
,
Bowling Green has 1.206 out-of-state
students who pay 1381 tuition and
general fees per quarter.

If the ACLU wins its case, out-ofstate students would only have to pay
the $260 charged to in-state students if
they meet the state's residency
requirements
Based on the number of out-of-state
students here this quarter, the University would lose about $146,000 per
quarter from tuition if all out-of-state
students met the requirements
Wolman said the basis of the ACLU
stand on the residency requirements
includes

Spitler, Coller claim victory
Ray Coller IR. I won his first term as
Wood County sheriff, beating Cloyce
McGiffin < I I 18.045 to 14.811 votes.
In another local race. Floyd
LeGalley (R.l beat Shirley Miller (D.)
17.854 to 16.036 for Clerk of Courts
U.S. Rep. Delbert LatU woo his

NmpkM by Sam tmmm
Chilly day* and groy, throatoning skies fore* students to don wormor winter
coats and carry umbrellai-jutt in COM it rain* again.

Ohio ACLU files residency suit

County elections wrapped up

Incumbent Wood County Prosecutor
Daniel Spitler <D. I narrowly won reelection Tuesday, edging John
Cheetwood < R I by 151 votes
The race was the closest of the local
elections with neither person leading
by more than a few hundred voles
through the night.

-

eighth term as U.S. Congressman from
Ohio's Fifth District, swamping Democratic challenger Bruce Edwards
127.254 to 49.281
Edwards is an associate professor of
economics at the University.
John Ault defeated Republican
Charles Brough and Frank Radeloff
beat Republican George Scott
However, these two seats and county
prosecutor's office are the only county
offices held by Democrats.
Paul Gillmor (R.) retained his State
Senate seat, topping Robert Smith ID.)
66,939 to 44,572.
Ohio Rep. Charles Kurfess (R.) won
his ninth term in the legislature, defeating William Artino (D.) by over
15.000 votes.

Kurfess. however, will lose his job as
Ohio Speaker of the House of Representatives, since the Democratic party
won a majority of seats.
Democrats also cut the Republican
majority in the Ohio Senate by gaining
a net three seats Republicans now own
a slim 18-15 lead in the Senate
In the presidential race. Wood
County voters gave President Richard
Nixon approximately 60 per cent of the
vote, with 21,147 votes. Sen. George
McGovern captured 13,493 county
votes.
Wood County residents also gave 80
per cent of their vote not to repeal the
state graduated income tax. The tax
was easily defeated in the rest of the
state

-The right of students to declare
residency in the town where they are
registered to vote;
--A recent U.S. Supreme Court
decision striking down a provision that
a person must live in a state at least
one year to be eligible for welfare
benefits;
-The equal protection clause of the
14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Wolman says he expects the court
action to take from two or three
months to a year
Until the suit is settled, he is
advising out-of-state students to
enclose a letter of protest to the
University each time they pay their
tuition
He said if the ACLU wins the suit,
this will give students a chance to
collect money from the University
retroactively from the time the suit
was filed.
He said retroactive payment could
only apply from the date of inception of
the suit, which would mean tuition
beginning next quarter
Wolman said if the ACLU won the
suit, all students at state-supported
universities would probably be subject
to a minor fee hike to make up for the
lost money.
The present Ohio Board of Regents
residency requirements define a nonresident student as "a student who at
the time of enrollment enters the state
of Ohio from another state for the primary purpose of enrolling in an Ohio
institution of higher education and
shall be so considered during the
period of continuous enrollment as a
full-time student in an Ohio institution
of higher education.

"Moreover, the student shall be considered to be an Ohio resident if the
student has resided in the state of Ohio
for 12 consecutive months or more, immediately preceding enrollment to a
state university and if the student
presents satisfactory evidence that he
or she is financially independent"
Wolman said it is not correct to
charge higher fees to out-ot-slate
students because their parents don't
pay taxes to support state schools.
"We don't condition in-state kids on
taxes their parents pay." he said.
He said parents of Ohio students
don't pay equal taxes to finance state
institutions, since lower income
parents don't pay as much as those
with higher incomes.
Wolman also said out-of-state
residents are required to pay state
sales tax in Ohio now, and would have
to pay state income taxes if ruled Ohio
residents.
This is another argument against
those who say higher fees should be
charged to out-of-state students, he
said.
Wolman also said state-supported
universities in Ohio receive millions of
dollars in federal funds that pay for
buildings, scholarships and law
enforcement
This is not money just from the
people of Ohio, but money from all
Americans, he said.
One of the great benefits from
lowering out-of-state fees would be a
more cosmopolitan atmosphere on the
state campuses. Wolman said
IV said it would bring to the universities "people of mixed backgrounds"
and especially more people from lower
income families

Campaign news analysis:

Flows mar McGovern quest
By Walter R. Mean
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. George
McGovern s quest for the White House
was doomed by the blunders of its in
fancy, errors that all his campaigning
could never undo.
To the end they plagued his candidacy. And in the end they helped President Nixon attain one of history's great
landslides.
In part, the fatal flaws stemmed
from what McGovern had to do-or
thought he had to do-to catch up and
win the Democratic nomination in the
first place.

Walls riM higher and higher with the help of towering
machinery at The lank of Weed County on Main St. bwoas a
nowoddWen.

BUT TWO PROBLEMS stand out
above all thereat:
-The admittedly ill-conceived
McGovem proposal that every American be given $1,000 by the government.
He dropped it, but was never able to
forget It. And the Republicans used it
to help implant the notion that, if
elected, McGovern would give away

the money of the workingman to people
who refuse to work
-The case of Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, the vice-presidential nominee
McGovern deposed-after promising
him 1,000 per cent support despite his
tardy disclosure of past mental treatments.
Those, and an assortment of other
incidents, statements and slipups,
enabled Nixon's forces to make
McGovern himself the central campaign issue
That effectively denied him the
traditional offensive role of the challenger, and shielded Nixon from the
necessity of any intensive personal
campaigning to defend his conduct in
office.
IT WAS PARTICULARLY valuable
to a president whose own campaign
organization had been implicated in the
June 17 wiretapping of Democratic national headquarters, and whose top
White House aides had been accused of
political sabotage and espionage.

And it was particularly frustrating to
McGovern. struggling to take the
attack, but always forced to defend
Nothing nettled him more than the fact
that his own credibility, once rated his
greatest asset, was put in question.
It was the image of radicalism on
one hand and indecision on the other
that appeared the central McGovem
problem.
In that situation. McGovem steadily
escalated the tone and wording of his
attacks on Nixon and. in the process,
aggravated the problem. He overstated
his case, then had to defend the overstatements.
It was a campaign McGovem began
on Jan. 18, 1971, in desperate need of
exposure and attention to propel him
out of single figures in the public-opinion polls. At that point, no one could
foresee that Sen. Edmund S. Muskie of
Maine, then the towering favorite for
the Democratic nomination, would be
toppled in the 1972 primaries.
For a year, McGovem campaigned
almost unnoticed. He went through
three press secretaries in search of

someone who could help him command
national attention.
That quest, and the effort to shape an
identifiably different position among
Democratic contenders, helps account
for the error that haunted McGovem to
election day: the $1.000 grant proposal
McGovern unveiled it on Dec. 23,
1971. saying he would drop the welfare
program and instead give about $1,000
a year to everyone from "the poorest
migrant workers to the Rockefellers."
The money was to be taxed back from
the relatively affluent.
He offered no estimate of the cost. .
As with his other proposals of those
early days, it went almost unnoticedto emerge months later as a major
issue and a major problem.
That came during the California
presidential-primary campaign, when
McGovem defeated Sen Hubert H
Humphrey of Minnesota in the contest
that clinched his spot atop the Democratic ticket.
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languages
In a recent Student Body Organization referendum, 43 per cent
of the students who voted favored dropping the foreign language
requirements.
Although four other options were listed on the ballot, discontinuance of the program met with the most approval.
This should be taken as a strong indication of student opinion
on this issue.
We advise the College of Arts and Sciences to consider the
significance of the results of this referendum and try to
implement student input into revisions or abolishment of the
foreign language requirement.

women faculty
Faculty Senate and the Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of
Women should be commended for the efforts they have made to
improve the situation of women faculty members at this
University.
The senate yesterday completed its deliberations on the major
portions of the committee's extensive report on women faculty
here and for the most part-voted in favor of the committee's
recommendations.
During the last month, the senate has approved measures
calling for:
-Equal treatment of male and female faculty members in
terms of hiring, salary rates, promotion and tenure;
-An increase in the number of women in administrative
positions;
-A University-administered day care center;
-Application of University policies on temporary disabilities
tu childbirth and pregnancy;
--Equal application of the University's leave of absence policy
to both married and unmarried women.
The senate turned down some recommendations, including one
calling for an assistant provost for women.
But it did approve a major portion of the recommendations,
something that could be considered an outstanding accomplishment at this University.
Of course, senate approval does not mean automatic implementation of the recommendations.
The senate has done its job-it's up to the University (and the
men and women within the University) to make certain action
doesn't stop now.

US1BNTD7HAT
DMXUPECf

nothing left to do
By Nicholas voa Hoffman
Ted Schwartz had come over from
the Flatbush section of Brooklyn where
he is a member of Bernie Bloom's
Andrew Jackson Democratic Club.
He was sitting in the offices of
George McGovern's New York State
headquarters looking for someone to
type up a handwritten speech so he
could go out and give it.

starving at a banquet
Patty Chambers:
I am thoroughly disgusted with your
reasoning and your letter of last
Friday Why is it that people like you
have to drag the Kent stair killings
into everything you disapprove of on
this campus''
Your preoccupation with this tragic
event borders on morbidity. Granted,
it was a terrible incident, but I'm not
going to stop living because of it
I WILL REMEMBER it the rest of
my life, however, as will every student
on this campus
Also, why do you feel that people who
love a good time, like the mud lug
i which comes ONCE a year I. are a
bunch of inane, apathetic idiots?
I doubt very seriously thai there is
anyone on this campus who doesn 1
know who Henry Kissinger is or thai
the horrors of Vietnam exist
If he didn't. I'd say he'd been living
in a cave the last four years--on the
moon
FINALLY, YOU say you are
bothered because all this apathy and
ignorance will be inflicted by us on our
children On the contrary. I feel sorry
'or vour children, for they will never

learn the joy of living from you.
Wake up, Ms. Chambers, and live!
There is more to life than death and
politics.
In closing, I would like to share a line
with you from "Auntie Maine
She summed it up beautifully when
she stated, "life's a banquet and most

BarbCarr
405 North
Pat Pivonka
403 North

need some organization
Last week I went over to Williams
Pall to have my ballot notarized and
found about 20 people waiting in line
for the same purpose.
This was at 10 am and the office
was closed, although the schedule said
that the hours were Irom 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Several people asked workers if the
notary could be contacted and no one
knew where he was I lefl at 10:50 as I
had classes to attend. This is
organization?'!!

The University and the student must
work together or it's nothing. And I am
afraid thai will be the end result if
someone doesn't get on the ball All
that is needed is a little
ORGANIZATION!!!!!
Right now. the right hand doesn't
know what the right hand is doing, let
alone what the lefl hand is doing

WHEN THE validation cards came
out. I had (o make three trips to the
Administration Building and got the
run-around the first two trips and
wasted two hours
This is
organization''!!'

participation
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Lewis L. Thomas II
336 Rodger's

Mr Rollin Robert Ross:
1 am very sorry to hear thai you are
unable to biologically participate.
Powever. there must be some
participating' males on this campus or
else ihe women would have no need for
contraceptive devices and treatment
for venereal diseases.
I hope males possess more
responsibility than you have exhibited
in your letter. Because you cannot gel
pregnant and are not faced with
female problems' the program does
not apply to you.
YOU DO NOT WANT your fees to
support such a program. If your
concern is a programs' relevency to
the entire University population, why
haven't you spoken out about the
athletic program's expansion?
The Wood County Family Planning
Clinic is swamped with patients. The
University Medical Clinics' new
program would help alleviate the load
on it and make it possible to reach
more women on campus
Pow realistic are your attitudes?
You can't get a PAP test and Bowling
Green has an over-worked Family
Planning Clinic, therefore the
University should take no notice to the
needs of the women enrolled here?
I look forward to when all men
realize their sexual responsibilities.
Contraception Is not just a woman's
problem man, it's your baby too.
Ms WendeiynJ. Prabak
40JE. Court St.

"Bernie will tell you what a rabblerouser I am," he said, passing over the
manuscript which began with a
question that is on many minds in the
last hours before the voting"Pow can all this happen to such a
nice guy like McGovern?"
TO THE PEOPLE in the
headquarters, it had not yet happened
to McGovern and they were struggling
not to let it.
They weren't comparing their needy
and shorted campaign with the money,
the airplanes, the computers and the
plentitude at CREEP'S disposal, as the
Committee to Re-Elect the President
is universally called by the
McGovemites.
They didn't see how shabby was the
' ballroom of the third-class hotel where
they'd held their fundraiser the other
night. Communist candidates have
spoken in fancier halls than the one
they put McGovern in.
The assurance of wealth is absent
The wise money, the smart money, the
shrewdies and the sharpies shun this
headquarters, which looks like the
needy-seedy kind of joint that third
parties are forced to use.
BUT IN ONE of the dusty, seventhfloor rooms was one of New York's alltime political smoothies.
That was Robert F Wagner, threetimes mayor of the city, with his puffy,
mud-slide face, in a blue silk suit which
contrasted with the predominant
rumple of wash-and-wear.
Yet Bob Wagner was there and
acting as chairman of the campaign in
this state which McGovern has got to
carry if the miracle is to happen.
"It's a tough one." he conceded
amid reminiscing about victory night
at the Biltmote Hotel headquarters in
the amazing year of 1941.
As he talked a woman came in and
told him the head of a movie
projectionists' local was on the phone
and ready with a check for (2.500.
HE WANTED TO talk to Wagner
personally to get credit for the
donation...and to Nixon a single
member of the Mellon family gave a
million dollars.
While Wagner was saying nice things
to the projectionists, his son was
explaining how it was just possible that
McGovern could carry New York City
by 800.000 votes and come out of the
city with enough to win the state.
"You can say that some of these
figures are high." he conceded, "but
it's certainly possible for us."
The personable young man and the
old smoothie father held the McGovern
conviction, the faith, the belief that in
the last instance the hands of the
voters will freeze, that as they reach
for the Nixon lever they'll say. "No. I
can't do it...not for him."
In the next office young Joe
Grandmaison was finishing off his
work. Ke was closing the headquarters
down, for now everything was done but
the very last leaflet drops, the last
canvassing and the election-day
activities themselves.
A STAFF WORKER intrudes on Joe.
who is the state's campaign director,
to ask for expense money to get out to
South Dakota for election night with
the Senator.
No CREEP American Express cards
here, as Joe opens a desk drawer, pulls
out a manila envelope stuffed with
money-mostly one-dollar bills.
Ninety of them are counted out, a

notation is made of the disbursement
and the money goes back in the
drawer.
Next one in is a woman who wants to
arrange a final ad in the New York
Daily News Joe tells her it will cost
$1,330 for a quarter-page.
"Gee. I don't know if we can raise
that much money," she says.
Joe tells her to try and she leaves as
another member of the staff comes in
waving five or six checks as she
exclaims, presenting them to him.
' "This you have me to thank for
"THEY WERE ALL going to be sent
to the Washington headquarters, but I
intercepted them."
The bookkeeper pops in to ask what
bills should be paid first. Everything,
he was told, was to be spent on election
day activities. The other debts would
have to wait.
Through all this Joe explains it
wasn't as bad as it looked. There would
be just enough money, just enough
volunteers, just enough votes-the
undecided or the absentee ballots or
the students or the secret McGovern
supporters. One public supporter did
arrive.
It was Pierre Salinger, tired, limping
and snorting. Pe'd fallen down on the
way over from a meeting at NBC,
which he suspected of getting set to
announce a Nixon victory eight
minutes after 7 p.m. Eastern standard
time, when the polls would still be open
in most states.

Immediately he got on the horn,
bellowing to some unknown about
filing a suit and when be finished Joe
said to him. "You haven't got Hubert
Humphrey in here for me."

"BUT I'VE delivered on everything
else." Pierre replied. I asked him if
those two-dollar cigars he smokes
come from Cuba.
"I'm taking the Fifth on that." he
answered, as he informed everybody
he was going to spend election eve in
Manchester. N.P.. "back in the French
bars on the West Side in the Club
Lafayette where I started."
Young Joe. who was just a kid
interested in politics at the beginning
of the McGovern effort, and old Pierre-who has been a U.S. Senator and was
John F. Kennedy's press secretary- _ .
exchanged campaign memories.
Pierre's "keeper." as he calls his
driver, showed up to take him off to
make a last speech somewhere, but
before he left. Joe and he made
constrained, manly noises of affection
at each other. The hour was nigh and at
the very end this is permissible
Pierre went out the door and Joe
asked a lingering staff member. "Have
you ever heard of going out and
knocking on doors'.' There's nothing left
to do around here."
For Joe there were a few more
details and then there d be nothing left
for him either.
With Noun Nil ITagSii
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pressure doctrine
By Siegfried Welahold
Guest Columnist
PRESSURE.
We are all familiar with this
expression. We all suffer as a result of
it The wordbook aptly defines it as a
"compelling influence, a constraining
force."
Our elders tell us: "our world is such
that we have to learn how to cope with
and face up to pressure." From
generation to generation, this
"Pressure Doctrine" is being
transmitted, carrying with it all the
tension and frustration involved.
WE ARE EXPECTED to satisfy all
demands placed upon us. in the
shortest time period, and to treat these
as matters of the greatest urgency.
The forces which create this
pressure need to be eliminated.
Nowadays, everything requires
instantaneous calculations, on-the-spot
decisions, unalterable deadlines, etc.
In snort, due to our highly advanced,
competitive-technological society, we
are being transformed into human
pressure cookers, and the heat is
constantly being turned higher. As yet.
there is no built-in safety valve.
You may ask, what does all this have
to do with the university. Well, there is
a direct correlation.
The aim of the university is to
prepare the student for his particular
role in society, according to his
interests.
AND SURE ENOUGH, this
"microcosm of the real world" is

'

producing robots, who have been
exposed to all the pressures of the
"real world." here on campus, so that
they can merge right into the
mainstream of society's pressures.
1 don't mean to say that experience
is not the best teacher. But how often
does one have to experience something
before he realizes that it's just plain
bad'
Is it necessary to experience this
pressure' What's wrong with
moderation0 What is the sense of this
mounting pressure to perform rapidly'
We have machines for that.
Why the pressure to conform? I can't
understand why. in our free country,
conformity seems to be so vital; a
place where one has the freedom to be
different.
Why the pressure to assume the
"proper" role in society? Only God
dictates the proper role.
WHY THE PRESSURE to compete?
Many a relationship has been ruined,
or has never gotten off the ground, as a
result of our competitive drives. The
list goes on and on.
I'm saying that all these pressures
are present on this, and most other
campuses across the country and
throughout the world.
The perpetuation of these pressures.
in the form of our hand-me-down
attitude, is one of the diseases of
modern society which seems to be
heading towards the terminal
category A university is as good a
place as any to start making changes
that will, in the long run. be beneficial
to all.
>'
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WCAA agrees to direct operation

Airport expansion project 'takes off
By Pa«l Lehmu

MMNfkM by Sam dram
Carol Bogort, lenior ( AAS), and h*r frwnd
J«M, a white huilcy. pause on the leafy
control campus for a quick imile

Through cooperation
between the University and
the Wood County Airport
Authority (WCAA). the
University's airport could be
transformed into a public
facility.
WCAA has agreed to take
responsibility for operating
the airport and make capital
improvements (including a
new runway capable of
handling small jets) in
exchange for the use of University property.
Last month the Board of
Trustees passed a resolution
allowing University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. to
negotiate a lease with
WCAA.
The resolution stipulated
that within the next five
years, WCAA must obtain
additional land and assume
responsibility of the airport,
provide state funding for
constructing an extended
runway and cooperate with
Wood County officials in
relocating Mercer Road.
Dan Reddin III. WCAA
vice chairman said the
authority is seeking University approval of a substitute

Lame-duck legislature
may meet this session
COLUMBUS. (API
House Speaker Charles F.
Kurfess said yesterday
leaders of the current legislature plan to call the lawmakers back into session
before the end of the year to
act on "possibly a half dozen
matters."
Republicans lost control

of the House in Tuesday's
election and had their
strength reduced in the
Senate
The new legislature, apparently to be made up of 58
Democrats and 41 Republicans in the House, will be
sworn in New Year's Day.
Republicans will rule the

Black experience
to boast creativity
"Night of Creativity." a black experience open to the
public, will be held Saturday night.
A number of various cultural events will highlight the
program, including poetry readings and performances by an
ensemble from the BGSU Gospel Choir, a modern dance
group and a percussion group.
The evening will begin with a social gathering from 6-7
p.m. to honor the black members of the homecoming court.
The creativity program will begin at 7 p.m. A rock band
concert will follow.
These events will be held in the Grand Ballroom. Union.
An informal get together will be held in the Amani Room
after the program
THE PROGRAM was initiated by Omega Psi Phi fraternity and will be held in conjunction with the Black Student
UnionlBSU).
J. Riley (Chip) Wilson, senior (B A I. and activities
coordinator for Omega Psi Phi, said culture nights will be
scheduled throughout the year, hopefully twice a quarter.
He said a Miss Black BGSU pageant is being planned for
winter quarter The queen would preside over Black Culture
Week activities sponsored by BSU.
"In times of social and political change we feel blacks
should be ever-conscious of their cultural heritage." he said.
"Sometimes black heritage and cultural identity have
been lost within white society. Through these programs, we
hope to raise black awareness and culture as something to
be appreciated and entertaining as well." he said.

Attention Candlemakers
S

10 lb. wax slab 2.79
With purchase of mold
or candle supplies

THE FRENCH KNOT
118W.WoosterSt.

Winthrop Terrace
NOW RENTING FOR WINTER
Quarter - Rates Start At
$50.00 Per Person For A
2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH
352-9135
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT AVAILABLE

OPEN TUES. & THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M.

next Senate by 18-15 on the
basis of unofficial returns.
Kurfess did not elaborate
on those things the legislature might take up at a
late year session except to
say that one possibility is the
House-passed criminal code
revision bill pending in the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
Kurfess did not say
whether the legislature
might want to take up the
possibility of a pay raise for
lawmakers and other public
officials.
Although that matter was
among subjects discussed
last summer for possible
action yet this year, the
speaker pointed out that the
legislature has not yet
received a report from a
Legislative and Judicial
Compensation Review Commission it authorized in a
bill passed earlier this year.
Under the bill's provisions, the commission
could make recommendations on salary adjustments or increases but it
would be up to the
legislature to take final
action House members and
senators now earn $12,750 a
year.

lease that does not spell out
the conditions stressed by
the trustees.
However, it includes a
clause permitting the University to terminate the
lease if the conditions are
not met within five years
IN ADDITION to
operating a public airport.
WCAA proposes to update
the airport's facilities to
accomodate small executive
and Lear jets.
Work on the airport
improvement project began
in 1969 when the airport
authority was formed.
WCAA. established by
county officials in conjunction with a stale airport
program is eligible for
public monies for airport
improvement and cooperation from other state assisted institutions-chiefly.
the University.
The authority is under the
jurisdiction of the Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA).
Reddin said WCAA has investigated possible airport
sites throughout the county.
However, the FAA refused
to approve several sites because they would interfere
with private farm air patterns.
The University airport
provides existing facilities
and room for expansion
without interferring with air
rights.

commissioners then
believed existing air facilities were adequate and
allowed Wood County's
funds to be used for airport
construction in Fostoria.
An additional $50,000 is
still available, but this
money cannot be used to
purchase land for the
airport Instead it has been
earmarked for construction
of runways, lights or other
facilities.
Reddin said private
investments might also play
a role in financing the
airport project.
Richard Edwards, executive assistant to President

Moore said the proposed
runway addition would be in
an east-west direction
He said no air traffic
would be routed over either
the city or the University if
the runway is extended

tion from the University."
A 40-year lease is being
negotiated at a fee of $1 per
year. The authority will
lease the minimum area
needed for the runway-a
strip of land 460 feet wide by
the length of the runway
To extend the runway, the
authority must also obtain
privately owned lands
Currently, Industrial Properties Inc has option on the
private property needed to
carry out the runway
project
Reddin said Industrial
Properties is an agency thai
promotes industrial growth
"They buy land and put in

"IF THE authority can
obtain the necessary money
and additional land
clearances, we (the University! will cooperate by
letting use of University
land." Edwards said.
Reddin said in exchange
for the use of University
land, the agency would
"assume responsibility and
take the problem of opera-

newsnoTes
Voter process

COLUMBUS (API - Gov John J
Gilligan said yesterday Ohio will not
again run the risk of being "the
laughing stock in the nation" when it
comes to voting.
He referred to difficulties encountered Tuesday with voting
machines in Greene and Butler
counties and to the Cuyahoga County
problems in the May primaries.
Gilligan said electoral reforms are
being planned and will be ready for
the state General Assembly by
January.

South swept

REDDIN SAID that
monies for the improvement
project would be sparse.
Several years ago. (under
Gov. Rhodes' administration!, state funds of $100,000
were allocated to each
county for airport
improvements
However, the county

WASHINGTON (APt - President
Nixon became the first Republican in
history Tuesday to sweep the 11
Southern states that comprised the
Confederacy
The election also marked the first
time since 1944 that the 11 states, the
one-time "solid South" that voted

consistently Democratic, had united
behind one party.
In 1968. Nixon carried five.
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace
carried five and Hubert H Humphrey
kept Texas in the Democratic
column.
The 11 states are Alabama,
Arkansas. Florida, Georgia.
Louisiana. Mississippi. North
Carolina. South Carolina. Tennessee.
Texas and Virginia.

German treaty
BONN, Germany .API - West and
East Germany initialed a goodwill
treaty yesterday to end their 23-year
cold war and ease a major source of
tension in Europe
The historic event opened the way
for normalized relations. United
Nations membership for both Germanys and at least partial easing of
the human suffering caused by their
border

the improvements and encourage industry to locate
there," he said.
He said negotiations witn
Industrial Properties are
pending until a settlement
between the University and
WCAA is completed.
Mercer Road poses
another problem
The road now cuts across
the site of the proposed
runway Latest plans are to
redirect Mercer Road
around the east end of the
runway, parallel to 1-75.
The county commissioners arc responsible for
redirecting Mercer Road

Viet supplies
SAIGON i APi - Both the United
States and North Vietnam intensified
their crash supply buildups yesterday
in advance of a cease lire The first
team of American civilian technicians arrived at nearby Bien l!oa to
help the South Vietnamese air force
While the technicians began reassembling scores of warplanes being
turned over to South Vietnam, U.S.
B52 bombers launched their heaviest
strikes of the war on both sides of the
demilitarized zone against what
senior US military officials called a
major North Vietnamese supply
drive

Dow Jones up
NEW YORK (API - Prices swung
sharply higher in the stock market
yesterday on the heels of President
Nixon's overwhelming victory at the
polls, but gave up some of their early
gains as the session wore on Trading
was verv active

Democrats maintain majority
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
firmly entrenched Democratic majority in Congress
left President Nixon in
divided command of the
government
yesterday
despite his overwhelming
reelection triumph.
With all but one House
race decided and with one
independent elected, the
Democrats held a 57-43 edge
in the Senate and a 243-190
edge in the House,
stretching their unbroken
hold on Capitol Hill to 20
years
The results in the Senate
boosted the Democrats'
majority by two over the
present Congress. In the
House, they held their losses

to 12 and could cut it to 11
when the undecided
Massachusetts race is settled
BESIDES A NEW lineup,
the 93rd Congress convening
next Jan. 3 will present
more than 100 new faces and
an influx of youthful members that could have a
marked effect on the way
Congress operates in the
future.
Women increased their
overall membership by two.
and the black total rose by
three
But the defeat of Sen
Margaret Chase Smith (RMaine) left the Senate without a woman member for

the first time since 1948
The 74-year-old Mrs.
Smith's 24-year Senate
career was ended by William D. Hathaway, a 45year-old Democratic
congressman.
SEN. J. CALEB BOGGS
(R-Del ) running for a third
term at 63. was toppled by a
29-year-old county councilman. Joseph R. Biden Jr.,
who won't reach the legal
age for senators of 30 for
two weeks.
But the trend was more
noticeable in the House.
Five elderly chairmen and a
dozen other members high
on the seniority list retired
and their replacements are

■ McDonaii
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seats they picked up had
belonged to conservative
Southern Democrats who
generally voted with the
Republicans anyway
Democratic liberals
welcomed the switch, which
reduces the influence of the
Southern Democrats in the
policy-setting party caucus.
On opposite sides of the
continent. Rep. Paul N.
McCloskey iR-Calif.l. a
persistent critic of Nixon's
Vietnam war policy, won a
tough re-election fight. John
Kerry, leader of a Vietnam
veterans movement against
the war. who had hoped to
launch a political career,
was defeated in Massachusetts.

If you could have identified
your own face in this picture
you would have won!

AMOSAYAM
McDonald's Big Mac. The best-lasting big sandwich
the world has ever known. Well, at least the
campus has ever known.

mostly under 40
The election winners
included the first two blacks
elected from the South in
this century-Andrew Young
of Georgia and Barbara
Jordan of Texas, both
Democrats. There will be 16
blacks in the House in
January.
The number of women
members increased from 12
to 14. Besides Texas. Maryland. California and New
York elected new women
members but the defeat of
Louise Day Hicks (D-Mass. I
and retirements kept the net
gain to two.
DILUTING THE IMPACT
of the Republican House
gains was the fact that five

Starting next
taking candid
face appears
Domino's and
for a free pizza.
Call 352-5221

week - Domino's will be
shots on Campus. If your
in our ads, come in to
claim a certificate good
Watch for
Domino's
ads & win.
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nixes marijuana

Nixon takes Ohio win
in huge voter turnout

No Olympics for Colo.
State Environmental Conservation Commissioner Henry L. Diamond called the vote
"a clear signal to public officials in New
York and across the country that environmental quality is a high priority with the
American voter even when his pocketbook is
at stake."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Colorado voters
have cut off funds for the 1976 winter
Olympics, thus sending the once sought-after
game* elsewhere
California overruled its supreme court on
capital punishment and rejected a growjrour-own treatment of marijuana as voters
around the nation spoke Tuesday on a host of
state constitutional amendments, referenda
and the like.
After years of effort to attract the games,
doubts began to grow in Colorado about the
impact of the Olympics on the state treasury
and the countryside.
The ballot proposition voters heavily
Scored cuts off state money for the games
;the already spent 11.9 million mark. The
ciflbff brings a halt to federal money,
affectively sending the games elsewhere
■!;Lake Placid, NY., site of the first winter
pica hosted by the United States 40
ago. stepped in line as an alternate

VOTERS IN FLORIDA okayed two bond
issues to spend $240 million to buy environmentally endangered land and sites for
outdoor recreation.
Ballot propositions in Oregon, California
and Michigan reflecting the rising uneasiness
about property tax for support of education
were defeated solidly.
California's proposition would have cut
property taxes statewide by an estimated
$3.2 billion a year. Increased taxes on sales,
corporation, cigarettes and liquor would
have taken up $1.8 billion of the slack, but the
legislature would have been left to make up
the rest elsewhere. It lost by a 2-1 margin.
In Oregon, nearly all vocal interests
opposed a proposition to ban the property tax
that supplies 75 per cent of public education's
financial support. The voters agreed by a 3-2
margin.
In Michigan, one proposition would have
banned all locally collected property taxes
for schools with an order to the legislature to
come up with an alternate means of
financing public education. A related proposition would have authorized a boost in the
state tax. Both lost.
Propositions in Michigan and North
Dakota to lift tough bans on abortion in favor
of termination within the first 20 weeks of
pregnancy lost by heavy margins.

CALIFORNIA VOTED two-to-one against
legalising possession and private use but not
the sale of marijuana.
The California Supreme Court voted six to
one to outlaw the death penalty, but voters
decided to reinstate it The U.S. Supreme
Court has outlawed the penalty as it has been
generally applied.
In other issues, Maryland voters turned
down a plan for tuition grants to parents of
nonpublic school students, while California
voters decided to ban busing for school
desegration.
New York's $1.15 billion bond issue for
cleaner air and water rolled up 2-1 favorable
margins.

IS NOW

WASHINGTON (AP) With George McGovern
buried beneath an election
landslide engineered in part
by fellow Democrats, a
brutal and costly fight for
control of the party is inevitable.
The struggle pits Old
Guard Democrats against
the McGovern allies who
rode to power, along with
McGovern, on the vehicle of
party reform.
The reforms became a
sore point with labor
leaders. Southern officeholders and old-line party
regulars who found it more
difficult to control the selection of national convention
delegates.

OPEN!

BUT THE REFORMS.
called the McGovern guidelines because he launched
the special commission that
drafted them, are only part
of the power struggle that
began last spring.
And no matter which faction ends up on top. the
reforms are likely to sur-

OPEN DAILY FROM 11:00
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35c
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vive. The deck is stacked in
their favor despite the enormity of McGovern's defeat.
But a move toward party
realignment was assured.
Such Old Guard stalwarts as
Alexander Barkan. chief
political operative for the
AFL-CIO, and Sen Henry
M. Jackson of Washington,
who has complained of a
party takeover by "left-wing
fringe elements,'' have been
lobbying for it.
The first fight is set for
one month from today when
the Democratic National
Committee meets in
Washington. The first target
will be party Chairman Jean
Westwood. who was handpicked for the job by
McGovern.
Barkan, Jackson and a
bevy of hopefuls for her job
have vowed a fight, but
Westwood. first woman ever
to head a major party, is
just as determined to stay.
WESTWOOD FORESAW
the onrushing McGovern defeat and has been preparing

for her own survival by cultivating the national committee members who will
decide whether she stays or
goes.

machinery of control-is not
likely to reward those it
blames for the worst defeat
in the party's history.

Despite the stunning
proportions of McGovern's
crash, there is nothing to
indicate that all his
followers would automatically surrender.
The reform element of the
party-which still holds the

One ActS
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Dr. James Olms. director
of the Health Center, said
the gynecologist would do
more than prescribe contraceptives. He would also
treat "difficult cases" that

21"

86*

the regular medical staff
couldn't treat.
Dr. Eakin said potential
committee members will be
contacted to determine their
availability for the search.
Those most qualified will be
asked to serve.
THE SEARCH for the
gynecologist will be under
the direction of acting pro-

vost Dr. Michael R. Ferrari
and Dr. Eakin.
The cost and other factors
involved in the hiring are not
now known and will be
determined during the
search, he said.
Both Dr Moore and Dr.
Eakin have expressed interest in bringing a female
gynecologist to the University.

— DANCE TO THE MUSIC —
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Ron Kiier, sophomore (Ed.), Susan Chapman, junior (Ed.),
and Teresa Beckers, junior (AM) rehearse for "Something I'll
Toll You Tuesday," a one-act play directed by graduate student Jim Oakley. The play is one of throe One Acts to bo presented this Fri. and Sat. at the Joe E. Brown Theatre.

The gynecologist's salary
would be financed through
student general fees,
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr. said.

EVERY PIZZA BAKED TO ORDER
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OHIO VOTERS gave
incumbents on their
Supreme Court a rough ride.
They brought back a onetime justice and elected two
newcomers - turning down
all three incumbents who
made the race.
Paul Brown, a high justice
between 1964-1969, and a
one-time Attorney General,
swamped Lloyd Brown, an
appointee of Gov. John J.
Gilligan. 1.936,640 to 995.563
William Brown defeated
Louis J. Schneider Jr.. an
eight-year veteran of the
high bench. 1.609.963 to
1.317.617.
Frank D. Celebrezze. a
Cuyahoga County Common
Pleas Judge, rode a raft of
hometown votes to a
1.549.488 to 1.472,873 seesaw
victory over incumbent
Robert E Leach
The totals represented 99
per cent of the popular vote.
Ohio's ballot-casters
carried rejection into the
proposition to call a constitutional convention,
standard ballot fare by law
every 20 years.
WITH N per cent of the
polling placed reported, the
unofficial tally showed: For
the convention 1,284.675.
against the convention
2,149,158.
Final word on the legislature may not be known
until the election boards
send in their tallies to Secre. tary of Slate Ted W Brown.
Best indications seemed
to show a Democratic edge
of 55-44 or 57-42 in the House,
and a scant GOP margin of
one seat in the Senate. 17-16.

The
choice
was
deliberately put off until
after the election to give disaffected Democrats a
chance to move the committee back their way in the
event of presidential defeat.
Banking on those 25 committee seats, a coalition of
labor leaders and party
regulars resentful of
McGovern's new faces
hopes to restore something
of the old order.

40c 45c 65c
40« 4bC 65c

66c
40c
i>0c 2bc
35c 46c

machine failures and
delivered the vote count on
time.

The committee has been
enlarged to give extra
weight to the larger and
more liberal states, so a
conservative reaction seems
unlikely.
Selection of the last 25
committee members
remains to be done.

A search committee for a
University gynecologist will
be formed before the end of
next week. Dr. Richard
Eakin. vice provost of
student affairs, said yesterday
The Board of Trustees last
month approved a motion to
employ a full-time gynecologist at the University
Health Center.
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This man from Satellite Beach, Hondo
allowed tho birds and himseH to bo
photographed but refused to give his name.
He said he fears some people may find him
and shoot hit feathered friends.

THE HUGE VOTER
turnout just topped the 1960
record of 4.16 million,
spurred by intense interest
in a fight over the state's 10month-old income tax.
Voters turned down repeal
of the tax. which brings in
about a quarter of the state
government's tax income.
The margin against repeal

was an astonishing 2,572.121
to 1,159.722 with 99 per cent
of the vote recorded.
Nixon's steamroller left
bitterness behind. 'I never
felt we were going to lose
this badly," said McGovern
Manager Dick Sklar. "1 still
thought we had a slim shot
at it in Ohio.
"I've certainly never supported what Richard Nixon
stood for and I never will."
Charles D Ross, who
quarterbacked the Nixon
drive in Ohio, said, "It
shows that Ohioans support
the President's programs."
The heated income tax
repeal campaign gave the
GOP a new problem. The
repeal effort was spearheaded by 14 dissident
Republican legislators, who
vowed to keep their organization intact, heralding a
reported attempt to seize
control of party machinery.
NIXON'S TRIUMPH-his
third in Ohio-left McGovern
with just two of 88 Ohio
counties in his columnAthens in which Ohio University is located and
Toledo. Barry Goldwater
carried four counties in the
1964 Johnson landslide
Despite more than two
dozen trips into Ohio and
concentration on the industrial labor vote, the
McGovern-Shriver ticket
lost seven of Ohio's eight
largest cities. Cleveland.
Youngstown, and Akron
went Nixon for the first
time.
The state's election
machinery, which fell apart
in Cleveland in the May 2
primary, sputtered a bit in
Butler and Greene counties
in the southwest part of the
state, but survived some

Search group planned
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McGovern loss fosters
party power struggle

.ED'S

II 10"

COLUMBUS (API-President Nixon sprinted to an
800,000-vote victory over
Sen. George McGovern in
Ohio Tuesday, but Democrats cut down Republican
rejoicing by important gains
on a state level.
Nixon piled up a massive
60 per cent of the popular
vote, but Democrats gained
control of the Ohio House,
neared control of the Ohio
Senate and added one Ohio
Supreme Court justice.
With 99 per cent of the
vote reported, the unofficial
tally showed: Nixon
2.469,285;
McGovern
1.707,519 and John Schmitz,
American Independent
Party, 80,409.
Nixon's winning total fell
just short of the 2,498.331
votes polled in 1964 by
Lyndon B. Johnson.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
THUR.& FRI. 7:30-9:00
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Goal: helping each other

Tutorial teams triumph
By Kay Woods
Every Wednesday IS
University students travel
from campus to Bowling
Green Junior High School
and make the transition
from student to teacher
The students, who are
enrolled in Dr Bea Morton's
English 412 class, tutor
eighth grade students in
composition
Each University student
spends 25 minutes of
individualized
instruction
with his or her "own''
student
Dr Morton said the purpose of the project is to give
prospective teachers the
opportunity to work on a
tutorial basis with junior
high students and to realize
that the most effective
teaching is done on a one-toone basis
Becky Duckro. head of the
junior high English department, teaches the eighth
graders
receiving
the
tutorial help
"MY STUDENTS FEEL
that it has been very
effective in helping them to
improve composition skills
because
they
get
individualized
attention.''
Duckro said

Although she tries to give
her students as much
individualized instruction as
possible, she said it was
impossible for her to give
each student more than a
few minutes.
•'It works both ways. It
allows the college students
to develop a relationship
with a junior high student
and get some practical
experience working with
junior high students.'' she
said
The eighth graders are
given about 45 minutes to
write a composition before
the University students
arrive.
The University
students then pair up with an
eighth grader and go over
the composition together
Up until last week Duckro
was giving the students the
assignments, but now each
University student makes an
individual assignment
Eighth grader John I'ass
said. 1 really like it It's
more personal A teacher
can only spend a few
minutes with you at the
most, but this way I can
check my whole composition."
Joan
Mahoney.
senior
iEd.1 said. "I think the idea
is good, but we don't spend
enough time A half hour is

sufficient but we need it two
or three days a week The
assignments 1 give are put
off a whole week and its
easy to forget what's going
on."
"1 think it's a lot better
because they i University
students I can talk to you
individually and get to know
your problems." said Paul
Overman, eighth grader
Gail Stainbrook. junior
i Ed i. said,
it's good
experience for me I've
never had any experience
before and I think it's good
to start on a one-to-one
basis "
"I REALLY ENJOY
coming here You can learn
a lot of techniques but that
doesn't mean you know how
to use them." said Kathy
Coy. senior iEd.1
Eighth grader Tim Uwin
said his student helped him
with punctuation and helped
him use the right words in
order to make sense in his
writing. I'e said he liked
writing compositions and ho
thought it was good expen
ence working with the
University students
"I really feel strongly thai
any experience will help I
had no idea where to begin
But vou have to start some

where and its easier to jump
into a one-to-one situation
than into a classroom." said
Marv Jo Gentile, senior
i Ed. I
English 412 classes will
continue to work with
Duckro's classes throughout
I his year.
Duckro said she hoped the
program could be more
extensive next quarter, perhaps allowing her students
two days to work on their
compositions
I wish we could carry it
into other classes Because
of the cxtr;i instruction, this
class is ahead of others in
composition skills." Duckro
added
In addition to working
with the junior high students
on a tutorial basis, each
University student will team
teach composition class with
another student later this
quarter

Student
tutoring

TT

President's victory 'personal'
By lion Mcl.eod
AP Political Writer
W iSKINGTOIS
President Nixon

New American Majority"
in Tuesday's election, but it
was more one man's personal victory over another
man than the birth of a

(API got his

Democrats win Ohio House;
three short in state Senate
COLUMBUS
(API
Republicans apparently got
back a seat they thought
they had lost in the Ohio
Senate yesterday but it
failed to dampen spirits of
Democrats who nailed down
the House for the first time
in a dozen years.
The revised tabulation
that restored veteran Sen
Robin T Turner of Marion
to a seat in the new 26th
district gave the GOP an
unofficial edge of 18-15 in the
Senate It had been set at 1716 in the original tally.
Democrats won the House
58-41 on the basis of
unofficial returns
Democratic Gov. John J
Gilligan had not been
apprised of the Senate
reversal, but said earlier in
the day he did not- regard
Republican control of the

upper chamber as a roadblock for administration
proposals

UAO

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

BUCKEYE ROOM
DAD'S DAY
SPECIAL

"WE

HAVE

said He said the legislative
victory resulted in part from
reforms made in the
Democratic party in Ohio,
and called the defeat of the
income tax repeal proposal
evidence that "the people of
Ohio
understand
tax
reform."
I He said he planned to
make no requests of the
current Republic ancontrolled legislature which
technically still is in session
and may return for a lame
duck session later this
month. "It's still their legislature." he said
At least two and possibly
three races for the House
were extremely close and
may require recounts-two
of them decided by less than
50 votes Turner's unofficial
victory over Gene Slagle of

BEEN

reasonably successful in
getting programs through
the Senate on the short end
of a 20-13 count." he told
newsmen
Gilligan held an informal
news conference in his
office, without television
cameras, to discuss the
Democratic House victory
and other election matters.
Gilligan obviously savored
the Democratic victory
along with the decisive
defeat of a controversial
amendment to repeal the
state income tax which the
legislature passed last Dec
10 at his request
"It was an effective, wellcoordinated campaign." he
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Marion In the Senate race
was by 17 votes
THE REAL squeaker" in
the House Involved the new
Wind District where Kepubli
can Oakle) Collins ol Ironton was listed .1 winner in
earl) unofficial returns by
seven votes over Democratic challenger John E
Hallidayof Callipolis
In the 40th House district,
incumbent Rep Claude M
Kiocca S Wingard of Stow
Another close one that
seemed headed for a recount
was in the 42nd district
where incumbent COP Rep
Robert A Manning an Akron

college professor.
Hui even if Democrats lost
the three close ones in a
recount, they still would
have a 55-44 edge in the
House and the right to elect
a speaker and other
majority leaders for the
lirst time since 1961.
Current
House Democratic Leader A. G
Lancione iI)-99 Bellairel
confirmed yesterday he will
seek the speaker's post-and
he said he would push for
quick passage of a code of
ethics bill for state legislators and other public
officials

majority Republican party.
The one exception is the
South, where the Nixon tide
appears to have completed a
GOP trend that had been
evolving for two decades
But even there the changes
were more of label than
ideology.
At the presidential level.
Nixon made a shambles of
the traditional Democratic
coalition of ethnic, labor and
regional votes which Franklin Roosevelt forged out of
the Great Depression.
THERE IS NOTHING in
Nixon's victory, however, to
indicate he has wrought
these elements into a national constituency for his
party. His success was
remarkable for its inability
to rub off on the rest of the
GOP
While Nixon was running

away with the presidential
ballot, the Republican party
suffered a net loss of two
Senate seats and a net of one
governorship, an area where
Democrats already had a
lopsided edge
In the House, the GOP was
adding about a dozen seats,
against the IS to 20 they had
been expected to get in a
Nixon landslide and compared to the 37 the Democrats gained in the Lyndon
B. Johnson landslide of 1964
Five of the GOP House
gains were in the South, and
in four of them conservative
Republicans
replaced
conservative Democrats,
meaning little real change in
actual voting strength in
Congress In the fifth a liberal Republican ousted a
conservative Democrat
NIXON

TOOK

LABOR

states which traditionally
belong to the Democrats,
but the labor voters
generally stuck with Demo-,
crats in other races.
%{,
Democratic presidential
nominee George McGoverjfj
couldn't carry his homjf
slate, but South Dakotjj
Democrats
won
thlf
governorship, one of the tv"
house seats and the Senaf
spot held by Republican t'ajl
Mundt for 24 years.
The same pattern follow
down to the level of stafl
legislatures
and
loci
offices
In Pennsylvania
Nixon won the state ba
Democrats won the onf
other statewide races on I
ballot
The only places NixonJ
coattails were worth mu
to other party candidate
were in the South and neigtj
boring areas! .
'■

TONITE!
UAO PINOCHLE TOURNAMENT
7-10 p.m

50c pet person

HISTORICAL SUITE, UNION

DAD'S DAY
Single Carnation or Mum

Bring partner or sign up UAO office
presenting:

25c

Dan Kimple

Corsages & Boutoneers

and

Woody Ahneman

group prices available

with lots of tunes for your enjoyment

STUDENT DAD
COMBINATIONS
BOWL 3 GAMES
FOR SI 00

Car Wash

GULF

1

Floral Arrangements

gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75

FROM 12 - 8 p m
IN THE BUCKEYE
Room of the Union

i

1000 S. MAIN

RAIN CHECK

Myles Flowers
109 Clay St.
352-2002

25c

THE SIDE DOOR

Fri. (Nov. 10) & Sat. (Nov. 11)8:30- 11:00
"DINNER DATES

Luncheon Special

353-2802

THM

Wed
Tints.

INFRA-REDS
Antique Clothing
From the
Sublime to the
Ridiculous
"Grand Opening"
NOV. 1st
501 Farnsworth
Waterville

878-7311

Grotto Gardens

Fii.
Sal
Man.

Thursday Night Featuring

OHIO COUNTRY
30 min. from BG for a Good Time

Drive North on 1-75 to 475
475 North of Sylvania to Sterns Rd. Exit
Rt. on Sterns Rd. and Left on Whiteford Center Rd.

Nov. 14. i:
Nov. 20 |

Saute Chicken livers
Ftttucini
Salisbury Steak wild
brown gravy
lasaqna
Veal Paimesan
Baby 6eel liver saute onions

353-0512
•We finally did it. Alice!
THE ABOVK INCLUDES MOM l-KTTt S
HUM K.MAI IE SOt I'OH ITALIAN
We broke 100 on the 1st
SALAD. BKEAD4B1TTEK
nine! Let's go celebrate
with a nice lunch at
Petti s! '
DAILY SPECIAL-Ma Petti s Soup.
Sandwich & Beverage — $1.25
(changed dally)

1

35

n

ALPINE VILLAGEt

* Join the 55 Club
4 to 6 P.M.

downtown
Bowling Groan

THURSDAY, NOV. 16
9:00 P.M.

IN CONCERT

41

includli
beverage J*

MEM. HALL
TICKETS ON SALE AT
UNION TICKET OFFICE
4.00 & 4.50

AS
-.'■fag* 6/Th.BG New., Thundoy, Nov-mb«r9, 1972

Eogleton affair leaves credibility gap
account.
by
Mankiewicz.

>f fnen pog. J

Frank
a
top

McGovern aide "Tom. do
you have any skeletons
■ ;ltie issue, called McGovern
rattling around
in your
'■'.'■the handout candidate.'
closet""
and accused him of playing
Kagleton said no. and
;.''the politicso( deception "
•.'■;'■ Nixon's Republicans were hours later, on July 13. he
was duly nominated to run
: 'carefully taking notes
for vice president
with
:J::On Aug 29. in a Wall
McGovern
IjStreet speech. McGovern
Then, on July 25. the
■ dnip|x'd the income-grant
runningmales
appeared
• ;plan in favor of a federally
together in Custer. S D..
^financed welfare system to
ICagleton to announce that
•! provide about $4,000 a year
he had three times been hos■/.\o a needy family of four
pitalized for nervous exhaus;■; Again and again, he said it
tion and fatigue, and twice
;-|vould give nothing to anyhad
undergone
electric
Ibody able to work
'.'■: But the old proposal, and shock treatments
>lhe impression it left, never
I am 1.000 per cent for
Estopped haunting his camTom Kagleton and I have no
paign
intention of dropping him
The Kagleton case really
from the ticket.'' McGovern
began with a question, put.
said
;!by the Missouri senators
But six days later, he did

X; Humphrey hammered at

THURSDAY ISSTl'DKNTNITK-ll.M- I.D.'S RKQUIRKD!
SUNDAY OPKNINti Til. 3 P.M. ■ ADULTS II.M

just that, saying that Eagleton's medical history would
otherwise come to dominate
the campaign.
Long
afterwards.
McGovern said he believed
"the Kagleton thing'' was at
the root of what had then become
his
credibility
problem "I've tried to explain to people that a political
leader
who won't
change his mind is really a
menace
rather
than a
leader
"But I think that was the
reason." he said.
McGovern acknowledged,
too. that he was hurt by the
bitterness of the primaries,
particularly the Humphrey
attacks in California
With Kagleton off the
ticket, McGovern embarked
on what could only be
damaging,
semi-public
quest for a replacement
Only when he came to a
candidate with no constituency of his own. Sargent
Shriver. did McGovern find
a new partner

The Democratic National
Committee
nominated
Shriver on Aug. 8.
But what was designed to
be a six-week Democratic
headslart on the campaign
became, instead, a time of
disarray. Amid the Kagleton
case and its aftermath, the
flow of campaign donationsrever enough-diminished to
trickle The polls showed
McGovern losing ground to
Nixon
There were organizational
problems.
Starting from nowhere in
his drive for the nomination.
McGovern had of necessity
put together his own organization in the primaries,
usually running head on into
the opposition of the party
establishment.
That, too, left its scars,
notably in Chicago, whose
Mayor Richard J Daley was
denied a seat in the convention
that
nominated
McGovern
While
Daley
came around, some in his
organization never appeared

to be wholeheartedly behind
McGovern.
There were the highly
publicized
defections
of
Democrats
for
Nixon.
notably that of John B.
Connally. Nixon's former
secretary of the Treasury
"Good
riddance,''
said
McGovern. "We didn't kick
Connally out. he left."
But there was evidence
that a good many other
Democrats were leaving,
too. concerned.
Connally
said, about McGovem's proposed defense posture: the
nominee advocated cuts of

2nd BIG WEEK!

Sat & Sun
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AT 11:30

the

McGovern had used maximum organization, door-todoor
canvassing,
and
emphasis on positions specifically designed to appeal to
the left side of the party, to
come from behind and win
It worked: he captured 10 of
23 presidential primaries
Early in the campaign.
McGovern said he had to
reach
out.
broaden
his
constituency without compromising his principles
"I can't win with the 30
per cent of the people who
gave me the nomination."
he said
He was right
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52 Sloping roadway.
54 Course lor an
English major.
56 Part of an ounre.
»7 Outgoing one-.
58 Without: Fr.
5** (.onrtanry.
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1 Resembling MM
in aiie and chape
2 Foyers.
1 It hptan in l''l".
1 Was compound.
S Annie-thrower
of legend.
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A FRANKOVICH PRODUCTION
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McGovern
remained a
. candidate in search of a
theme that would grab the

2.1

FOR FREE ADMISSIONS

7. 9 30

What it got him, in his own
campaign television appearances, with voters telephoning their questions, was
the suggestion that he was
mud-slinging,
that
he
changed
his
mind
repeatedly

22 Mump

JOIN OUR POLAR BEAR CLUB

HELD OVER

But it had the political
drawback of permitting the
Republicans to assert that it
would cost jobs, and to
churn out figures about
where, and how many.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OPEN FRI, SAT & SUN ONLY

Eve

American voter He never
found it.
He said he was expecially
puzzled as to why the Watergate sabotage charges didn't
take hold He called Nixon's
the most corrupt, wasteful
and reckless administration
in American history.

r-

I'i
20

Baigain lime Sunday Opening lill / 30 Adm SI pel peison

some $30 billion in defense
spending over a three-year
period.
McGovern had presented
a detailed defense-spending
blueprint, a document that
had the virtue of telling the
voters precisely what he
proposed to do.
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3rd BONUS FEATURE

BARBRA STREISAND OMAR SHARIFJFUNNY GIRL"

.atMlvKMUIHUU'ln

llH'NWXliiC I'AJMVIMIIN* '• •<U>

OMAR . JEAN PAUL
SHARIF BELMOND0
DYAN CANNON

SHOWN FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS
the Ultimate Thnllei

THE
ANDERSON
TAPES

rut

Judith Crist is saying about the new film
by tht producer and director of "JQ€"
-WONDERFULLY LUNATIC! WILD AND
WITTY! A aeriea of brash lituationi, all of them
crazily relevant. AM funny and at piercing a bit of
Bocial Matire at their crazy texed-up movie day*
require! An irreverent and perceptive bit about sex
education.
IIOIIIK mar.Nn* VMI M........

mm
pBNAmiirx* Fpo]

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

/
WE AKB HAViH^r * OHe
I Hl/NPr?EP CbL-l-AK-A-rXATV
\
PlNrJESK Ffcfl THE Kit&S
V
CVvVFMl^N 6Xpe^tS65

Starring Sean Connery

efam

Plus The Academy Awaid Winning Caitoon "Ciunch Bud

HBQBHB

~<m>~ CL3SSIFIED ■»»

THEATRE
Montitomery Ward 178 S
Main. Bowlma tireen Ask
lor UusKazalia

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE • Jl 90 - ID'S HI 1)1 11(1 If
• \Mi'V SCALENDAR
SUNDAY - ol'l MM. TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS si mi
Eva

1:00 only Sat & Sun

2:30 8:00 only

Thursday Nov 9.1972
SBO & Philosophy l>f|i,in 3pm, L'apilol Room. In urn
Coffee hour meet the faculty of the iTuiosophv Depati
BovrllBf Green Volle3rball ciub. 5pm. Men'* Gym

WINNER OF Q ACADEMY AWARDS!

Christian Science Organization 6 IWpni
Test inioni.il meet ing open to all

Proul Chapel

B08U Kencing Club. 7pm S Gym, Women « ItKlg All
interested persons inviied
Campus Crusade for Christ. 7pm. Kaeulty Lounge Union
H -i:- Color by Mo.,-

NOW
PLUS

Eve
Eve

7 30
9 3b

£^ * CANNON RELEASE

Sat t. Sun
Sat & Sun

BCiSC KarateClub. 7 9pm. Forum, Student Services Bldg
Table Tennis Club. 710pm. 105 Women s Bldg Open to
evervone

2 5 10 7 30

Veteran's Club. 7 30pm. 102 Business Bldg

3 45. 6 35

Bowling Careen t.ay Liberation Front. 7 30pm. I'CF Ridge
& Thurstin
Bowling tireen Sigma Xi Club. 8pm. HI Lile Science Dr
Walter P Seegers. Wayne State (J Fluid or Gelatinous
Blood Benefits & Tazards"
Internati.uial Folk Dance. 8 30-lOpm. Women s Bldg
Everyone welcome Free
LOST AND FOUND

METRO GOLCMN MAYER m»m ACARLO PONH PRODUCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS RASTtRNAKS

DOCTOR 71 IiA\< -O
GERAL0NE CHAPLIN JULIE CHRISTIE TOMCOURTENAY
AJiCGUNNESS SKBWJ McKENNA WWRIOWDSON
VmmKgm ROD SIEGER -ruTAlUSHNGHAM
ROBTRT

BOLT DAVID LEAN . MHMisiotr wo WTaocoio"

NEXT - Nicholas and Alexandra

LOST • key ol D blues harp
It took 3 months to break it
in. so please don t stop the
boogie If YOU found it.
please call 354-9974 The jam
must go on
REWARD - gold Elgin
watch 10 30 72 823-4004
RIDES
Need ride to Atlanta. Geo
Thanksgiving - call 2-1520
Need ride to Ann Arbor this
Sat for 2 Call Manlynn 2IM7 or Chen 2-5483
Ride needed to New York
Fri Nov 10 Will share
expenses & driving Call 353
i*Mav«nuvaa

Freshmen \ Soph bus
majors Acquire valuable
experience working as an
advertising salesman lor the
BG News 106 I niversiiv
Pall
Wanted waitresses and or
delivery men
Apply in
person 1004 S
Main
PjBll.ll v

lVjr Abbey I'm tired ol
doing the same old thing
every Sat night Where can
I turn'' Signed Beerly
Beloved
Beerly Beloved Try the
Dad's Day Polka Party Sat
Nov tlth from 8-12. its good
tor what ails you Tickets
SI 50 pre sale. $1 75 at door

For lale sewing machine
like new $30 353 3902

What a time lor celebration'
Pappy Birthday MOM'
Brothers and little sisses of
Delta Tau Delia

1971 Vega good condition
besl offer call 372 3327

PERSONALS
Needed empty wine bottles
with baskets Call 3721527
World uf gifts VATAN 109.N
Main I'and caned wedding
bands & engagement rinn-.
Can't do a thing with your
Dad' Try the Dad s Day
Polka Party It will smooth
split ends and make your
Dad soft and manageable'
Sat 8-12Nov llth
This Xmas give ol yourself
to those you love. Portraits
Unlimited Photography 3529227

The pledges and active
sisses are over one pledge
trainer, eh. Chuck J"
When will the university
meet the needs of the IVIish
minority namely ■ Polish
food. Polish music. Polish
dances and Polish jokes'*
Saturday Nov llth at
Founders Cafeteria from 812pm. Tickets Jl 50 per sale.
$175 at door
Mametta. It looks like this
"pot and ltd" will be
together a long time
Congratulations on your
pinning Nanc and Amos

Mini relrig I (I high 2 ft
wide Kx cond must sell
3S2-56M
3 vr old quarter type
gelding Blood bay Well
broke Gentle $500 352^97

I%9 Charger RT clean make
an offer 707B Third St Call
352-9233
For sale 66 Karmen Ulna
body good shape, engine
rebuilt. $500 Call Dick 352
0948 or 352-0953
1 F rmte. wtr qlr only, call
352-6106
1 F rmte $55 mo 2nd St Call
Sandy 352-6311 after 5
1 or 2 male roommates
needed, or complete apt for
rent Call 352-7741
1 F rmte 67 50 per mo Call
Lynn 352-7413

SERVICES OFFERED
Recorded music service for
parties, dances, receptions
etc 352-7851
BABYSITTING
experienced female senior 3543561 after 3pm
Typing Experienced All
levels college work 352-7752
P ELI* WANTED
COLLEGE STUDENTS
need money'' MontgomeryWard & Co requires
progressive sales people on
the campus Work your own
hours Obtain commission
on over 130.000 items
Outstanding opportunity for
right Mraon
Apply at

Seniors - senior pictures are
being taken now - call the
KEY office today for an
appointment. 372-0086
BAROQUE PEARLS set in
rings, pins, pendants by
PPIL1P MORTON at TPE
WORKING PAND CRAFT
CENTER 515 Conneaut 3539932
Weekly Earnings male and
female
Blood Plasma
Donor Center 610 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio l!rs Mon-Fn
8-5 Open Thurs nites till
9pm Ph 255-3535
Brothers and Pledges, we
enjoyed the big wing-dingey
Saturday. Luv ya. luv ya. luv
va. The Sisses

FOR SALE OR RENT
4 tubeless. blackwall Vega
tires Sue A-78-13 Call 372
1939 & ask for Dim
Reasonably priced
For sale King sized water
bed. safety liner, frame and
pad Call Pat 352-7023
Panasonic AM-FM stereo
cassett player 2 speakers
Best offer 3721303
For sale 2 VW wheels with
tires $12 353-3902
Panasonic stereo componet
system. AM-FM stereo
tuner-amp 8 track player
and
recorder,
turntable
reasonable 372-5649

For rent 10x50 mobile
home
in
Portage
$125 month Utilities not
included ph 686-2575 after
6pm
1 bdrm furn apt Ph 3520631 after 5pm
Apt 5 rooms avail, immed
for one person $100 mo
Call Rose 352-0897 or 3722537
Large house near campus
torrent $250 mo The Putch
Pet Shop 354-9603
Come to Greenview Apts 1
& 2 bedrooms available
Low rates Stop on by or call
352-1195

j1
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NBC leads race
for projections

TONIGHT
ONLY!!!

NEW YORK (API- The three-network race to project the
next president was by no means a tie on election night. NBC
handily won it. declaring President Nixon the winner at 8:30
p.m EST
Its projection was 22 minutes ahead of that made by CBS
Both were far ahead of ABC Television, which displayed
considerable caution and didn't project Nixon the winner
until 9 21p.m. EST.
If it's any consolation to loser George McGovern. NBC
was 78 minutes faster with the bad news for the landslide
loser in 1964. Barry Goldwater
In that year. NBC also was first among the television
networks when it projected President Lyndon B Johnson
the winner at 6 48 p.m.. followed by ABC at 8 47 pin and
CBS at 9 03 pm
FOUR YEARS LATER when Nixon and Hubert H.
Humphrey were battling neck and neck for the White House,
the outcome wasn't projected quite as briskly The projections were held up for hours by the closeness of the vote.
In that year. ABC called it first, but only on the day after
the polls closed It projected Nixon the winner at 8:20 a m..
followed by NBC at 10 32 a m and CBS at 10 45 am
On Tuesday night. NBC's projection declared Nixon the
winner with less than eight per cent ol the national vote
recorded CBS called it at the 12 per cent margin, while ABC
waited until at least 22 per cent of the vote was in
NBC led the projection race from the start, putting
Kentucky in the Nixon camp at 6 31 p.m CBS' first projection put Kentucky. Tennessee and Indiana in the Nixon column at 6 38 p m ABC's first projection-Indiana and
Kentucky for Nixon-came at 7 02 p.m
About an hour later. ABC's Howard K Smith cautioned
viewers that the popular vote still wasn't sufficient to be
decisive
ABOUT It minutes after projecting Nixon the winner.
CBS' Walter Cronkite warned that "polls are open in 10
states yet. will be for some time and that there still are
Senate and gubernatorial races that would count out there
He also said there were thousands more legislative and
local races still in doubt
"So it is important to get out and vote, regardless of the
fact that we are able to share with you the kind of knowledge
that in the past only a few old pros
were able to have.'' he
said
CBS. which was handicapped by a strike of 1.200
cameramen, technicians and broadcast engineers, appeared
to have no difficulty in Us election night broadcast
It canceled some 20 "remote'' broadcasts it had planned,
but managed to persuade McGovern officials to let two CBS
correspondents do remote broadcasts from McGovern't
Sioux Falls S D headquarters

Future viewed

76: Shriver?
WASHINGTON (API Sargent Shriver. who
believes he and George
McGovern were "not clear
enough in explaining ourselves'" in the 1972 presidential campaign, says he might
seek elective office again
The Democratic vice
presidential candidate conceded defeat before a large
group of supporters of the
McGovern-Shriver ticket at
a Washington hotel Tuesday
night
Asked if he would run for
elective office again.
Shriver said
Yes. I would, if there
was an appropriate office to
run for
HE DIDN'T say what he
considered appropriate, but
his
supporters
chanted:
"Seventy six, seventy six.
seventy six ..."
Shriver. brother-in-law of
Sen Edward M Kennedy
iD-Mass i traveled 80.000
miles and delivered 500
speeches in the three
months after he replaced
Sen Thomas F Eagleton
i D-Mo I as McGovern's vice
presidential candidate
"These 90 days have been

the most rewarding of my
life." he told his supporters
"Never have I so fully
realized the greatness of the
American people
"I THINK it must be clear
the choice was not made
clear to the voters." he told
newsmen later "To that
extent our campaign was
ineffective We were not
clear enough in explaining
ourselves...."
Shriver, his face sombre
and grim, stared intently at
a television set as his
runningmate.
Sen.
McGovern. stood before an
audience in South Dakota
and conceded the race to
President Nixon
In his own concession
speech. Shriver said: "I am
sure 1 will be able to go on in
the service of my country
and all mankind "

Crisis Phone
352-PLUS

THUR., FRI., SAT.
10-2

THE LATE SHOW
JEFF
R
T
A
0 N
MARK

LASALLE*S
2nd ANNUAL
COLLEGE NIGHT "
You're Invited
7:00-10:00 P.M. - TONIGHT - THURSDAY, NOV. 9
CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT
###

DOORBUSTEFtS

ASST YOUNG
MENSJEANS
Denim. Brush Denim. Corduroy

Orig. 7 to 9 NOW

^199

KNIT TOPS
- long & short sleeve cottons
& acrylics
Orig. 5 to 7 NOW

Junior Bonanza
TONIGHT ONLY Our entire

JUNIOR SPORTSWEAR
and JUNIOR DRESSES

%

20

■•:.'••■

-21 AND OVER
LEGAL BEVERAGES SERVED
-KING SIZE COCKTAILS

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
STEAK HOUSE AND PUB
945 S. MAIN

Glove & hat sets and asst mittens

Lasalle's Own Brand

OPAQUE
PANTY HOSE

CORDUROY JEAN
4 patch pocket - flared beltloop

Entire regular stock of

PALAZZO PANTS
Regularly S10 $22

Reg. 4.00 to 8.50

NOW

Sale

% OFF

$'
All machine washable

1/3 to 1/2
OFF

10-18

ENTIRE STOCK
OF SMOCKS
Assorted fabrics and colors

Reg. 1.50

tan. brown, burgundy, blue
Reg. Price-10.00 & 12.00

IMPORTED
KNIT SCARVES

Sale
Sue A 50 5'5"

Sue B 5'6" 5'10"

B0DYWEAR
Heather two-tone long sleeve

Wools & Acrylics
Asst Colors & Patterns & Sizes

EVERYTHING
IN THE DEPT.

Turtleneck

New patterns and colors 80% polyester and 20% nylon
All knit - spread collar - stripes

OFF
Regularly S8-S9

S-M-L

FAMOUS MAKER
JEANS
Originally $8-$11

Reg. 9.00

1% OFF!!

Reg. 8.00-10.00
Sheets. Towels, Blankets. Rugs,
Table Linens. Etc.
Come and Save on this

Sale
NOW
Plump & Comfortable
Textured Tweed Covered

FLOOR CUSHIONS
Deluxe Tasselled Trim

Sui ABC

JUNIOR
SLEEPWEAR
BARGAINS
Assorted styles in cozy warm
brushed nylon. Pastel shades.
Orig. 9.00

•

OFF

nbless and mid-wale

14'/>-17

Asst Misses knit handbags

Reg. Price Merchandise will be

Lasalle's own imported

KNIT
DRESS SHIRTS

KNITWEAR

Sale
Compare it $8.00

each

ONE NIGHT ONLY!!

1.10% off entire stock of reg.
price merchandise-BootsSports-Clogs-Dress Shoes
2. Crinkle Patent Boots $9.99 $16.99
Leather Boots-Suede BootsReg. S20 $35
3. Special Group Sport Shoes
Reg. $11 to $16.00 NOW
$4.99 - $7.99

NOW
Asst fabrics & colors
Sizes 10-18 broken
Assortment of Stripes and
Solid Turtleneck

SWEATERS
100% Acrylic machine washable
S-M-L-XL

Reg. $7
NOW
or

2/$9 - Value!
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Booters beat Toledo, 3-1
By Boh MOM
Staff Writer
On a muddy, rainrfcenched field in Toledo
Tuesday, the Bowling Green
•occer team ended its most
successful regular season
e>tr with a 3-1 win over the
Rockets
";"It was the seventh victory
ul the season for the
silicons, tying the 1969
! school record (or most wins

in a season In addition,
their 7-1-3 record is the best
in the eight year history of
soccer at BG.
Toledo scored first in the
contest, picking up a point
early in the first half on a
long, looping shot from 30
yards out
THEN WITH 10 minutes
remaining in the half. Bart
I'ayden tied the score for
the Falcons Ve took a pass
from Dave Dyminski on the

right side and put it into the
net from 20 yards out. Two
minutes into the second half.
Warren l.'eede put the
Falcons out front to stay
after trapping a pass from
Chris Bartels and drilling
the ball by the Toledo goalie.
Heede now owns the alltime school record for most
career goals with 19 The old
mark was set by Jim
Brewer in 1969
Rich Cotton ended the

Cagers need floor leader
By Jack O'Breu
Aiilstaat Sport> Editor
Where will our floor
leadership come from this
season?
That's the big question in
the minds of the Bowling
Green basketball coaching
staff with three weeks of
practice remaining before
the first game against
MacMurray Dec. 2.
"Injuries forced us to
change our lineups at
practice." said coach Pat
Haley. "No one has taken
the bull by the horns
"It looks like we'll have to
go with sophomore leader
■hip, which is always a
question mark "
The second-year Falcon
coach said a team must find
good leadership when the
backbone of the team is
underclassmen
HALEY SAID his biggest
concern at the moment is
the team's lack of consistency.
"We've got to get to the
point that we do things automatically- both offensively
and defensively," he said
The team's strong point is
quickness at four of five
positions, Haley said.
This will enable us to try
a variety of things
defensively," he said.
The BG offense is new to
everyone this year It is a

low post attack that can be
generally classified as basic
power basketball
"We try to get the ball
inside to make use of our
mobility and outside if
necessary to make use of
our quickness at guard."
Haley said
"WE'VE GOT a lot of
rough edges offensively
yet." It's just a point of
putting it all together."
Haley said the Falcons are
making a lot of stupid mistakes in practices and
scrimmages
"These are areas which
we have to iron out." he
said Things like being out
of position which experience
will help
"We're striving for quickness to the point that the
players have confidence in
their ability to stop the other
man "
The former University of
Dayton assistant coach said
the team definitely is aggressive In fact, the players
have been aggressive to
such an extent that it hurts
their performance, he said
"I'd rather have it the way
it is now than not at all." he
said "It's easier to tone
down a team than it is to get
it to be more aggressive."
Haley said the seven-dayper-week practice session
that he instituted last week
is a necessity The Falcons

practice from 3 30-6 pin
Monday through Friday,
scrimmage on Saturday
mornings for two hours and
practice again for two hours
Sunday evening.
"WE'RE COMING along
much slower than we anticipated." he said. "We have to
make use of all the time we
have "
The BG coach said the two
individuals that have been
most consistent since the
beginning of practice arc
sophomore center Skip
Howard and sophomore
guard Dick Selgo
Injuries have been a problem throughout the 17
practice sessions held to
date
This week's casualty list
includes freshman forward
John Arnold, sophomore
guard Ron Weber and sopho
more
guard
Jeff
Montgomery
Arnold paid an overnight
visit to the University clinic
as a result of injuries sustained in a collision during '
practice Sunday night. He
has a black and blue right
eye which is virtually
swollen shut
Weber has a bad ankle and
Montgomery's movement is
being hampered because of
a groin pull Monday was the
first time he practiced in a
week

scoring for the Falcons late
in the half on a breakaway
after taking the ball from
Heede
ALTHOUGH his team won
easily. Falcon coach Mickey
Cochrane thought it could
have done better under
better conditions.
"Our defense got caught a
couple of times in the mud,"
said
Cochrane
"Toledo
could have burned us a number of times."
"The defense was too
loose in the midfield area,
but our deep defense did an
excellent job." he added.
The mud also affected the
Falcons offensively.
"It
really took olf from our
game," Cochrane said
"There could have been a lot
more scoring, but the ball
would just hit the mud and
stop, never even reaching
the goalie
THE STATISTICS proved
his point The Falcons took

Meczka's blocks aid backs
ByKaMyHMse
AjaJaJM leans Edfeer
If Alfred Hitchcock ever
attempted to produce one of
his chilling movies on a
character that disappears
into some distant twilight,
Greg Meczka would get the
leading role hands down.
The new galaxy that the
Falcons' junior tight-end has
been exploring most of the
season is that of acting like a
third tackle on an already
outstanding offensive line.
Meczka hasn't usually

Bowling Green's water
polo team upped its record
to 3-0 last weekend by
downing
previously
unbeaten Wayne State
University.
21-17.
and
Eastern Michigan. 15-9

Klebowski tallied five
times and Wolff added four
more in the Eastern
Michigan victory Shoenfelt.
Williams.
Ryland. Mike
Scheiwald. Bob Rybak and
Rick Carveth each contributed a goal
THE TEAM'S success to
date has been due to good
depth and outstanding goal
tending by Roy Wright, said
player-coach Jim Williams
This weekend the water
polo squad will wrap-up its
season with three games at
the Natatorium
Friday at 7.30 p.m the
Falcons face their toughest

Intramural, women's sports notes
Phi Kappa Psi won the
1972 intramural tennis title
this week with a 10-7 victory
over Sigma Phi Epsilon in
the playoff final
Both teams had won their
respective league titles. Jeff
Pleska and Dave Hughes
were the winning team
members for Phi Kappa Psi.
The Anderson Internationals and the Rodgers'
Booters moved into the residence hall soccer finals with
wins this week.
The Internationals
defeated the Conklin Condors. 10-0, while the Booters
beat the Pody Bodies. 3-1.
The winner of the Inlernatkmals-Booters playoff will
face the Alkies for the
Independent crown.

(:

RANDY COTTRELL and
Bob Trautman of Rodgers
Quadrangle are the winners
of the Independent tennis
crown by defeating Bill
Manson and Bernie Seller.
H> 6 in the finals
Coltrell and Trautman
will face a team of Phi
Kappa Psis for the all-campus title
Last Saturday at Ohio
State University,
the
women's field hockey team
was unsuccessful with two
losses in the Buckeye Association Tournament.
THE BG women stickers
dropped contests to Wooster
and Ohio State, both by a 1-0
score.
Individual standouts for

BG were left fullback Cindy
Hubbard and right inner
Cindy Williman
Hubbard was selected to
the first squad. "Buckeye
team" for the second year in
a row. Williman will be
playing for the "Buckeye II
team" at a sectional meet
Nov 11.
The women's A and B
volleyball teams both won
two matches last Saturday
with victories over Toledo
and Findlay in a tri-meet.
The A team record
climbed to 4-3, and the B
squad upped its mark to 6-1
Next meet is this Saturday
at Kent with the Flashes and
Slippery Rock.
THE WOMEN'S swim
team came in first last
Saturday in the first annual

been the target of the few
BG aeriels this year, but his
added blocking power can be
cited as one of the springboards in the resurgence of
the BG runners.
A lot of the yards the
running backs have been
garnering have come from
traveling around the end
that Meczka handles.
IT DIDN'T take the 8S",
225-pound giant long to
realize that most of his
talents would be confined to
rugged line play this year.

Water polo

Tom Wolff led the way in
the Wayne State triumph
with six goals.
Joe
Klebowski and Dave Ryland
had five apiece, Jim
Williams three, and Rick
Carveth and Stu Shoenfelt
each had a goal

Rush

Look out

Norm Dykes, the Falcon soccer team's left inside, has to do
some fancy flying to avoid making a Deniton player the
recipient of his kick in action earlier this year. Yesterday the
Falcon booters beat Toledo, 3-1.

Kenny White says

In both games BG broke to
a quick lead and held on to
win

Mike Hartley, top hockey Korer a year ago, rushes tho Notre
Dame goalie in last Fridays' 9-5 BG win at the Ice Arena.
Bartley had two goali in the victory.

52 shots but only 12 saves
were credited to the Rocket
goalie. Gary I'almisano also
had 12 saves for the Falcons.
"This has been a very
pleasant season." Cochrane
said. "We've played consistently well now for nine ballgames. Our players have
certainly done a heck of a
job.
"Our final statistics
haven't been totaled up yet,
but I'm certain that we've
broken a flock of records."
THE FALCONS are ready
if they get a bid to participate in the NCAA post-season soccer tournament.
Last week the University
Athletic
Committee
approved appropriations for
BG's participation if the
Falcons receive one of the
four bids offered the
Midwest section of the
NCAA.
If the Falcons are invited
to the tournament, they
must play their first game
before Nov. 28

Bowling Green State University Women's Invitational Relays held at the
Natatorium.
BG won with 104 total
points.
Following the
Falcons were Ohio State
with 80 points. Miami 34 and
Ohio University 26.

competition of the season
against Ohio State (7-1).
OSU is second in the Big Ten
Conference behind the
University
of
Michigan,
which is ranked third in the
nation.
Saturday at 7:30 p.m and
Sunday at noon. BG hosts
the Ohio Water Polo Club,
Ohio high school state
champions from Midpark
high school in Cleveland.
They're undefeated in 28
dual contests and finished
second
in a national
invitational tournament in
North Carolina.
Admission to all three
games this weekend is free

The basic BG offensive
philosophy is three yards
and a cloud of dust. Very
seldom will one see the
Falcons putting the pigskin
in the air unless the
situation really calls for it.
Therefore, the receivers
cherish any time they can
get their hands on a pass.
As lor the tight-end. the
only pass he may feel is the
one he gets in warm-ups.
Not having the glory of
catching a bomb and
rumbling for a TD has not
dimmed Meczka's competitive spirit.
He has
caught six passes for 77
yards.
"We (BG) are a team
which is run-orientated,"
the shaggy haired receiver

Musical

"LOVE"
Saturday Nov 11th 8:00 p.m
Dogwood Suite Union
presented In Ninthm'sli'in Ohm IMI'ACI l.Mlil

ALTHOUGH HE has been
called a third tackle by some
people. Meczka has kept an
excellent attitude and has
played some good football in
the recent weeks
The tight-end is one of the
more skillful spots in football because 85 per cent of it
is blocking and the rest is
being an adequate receiver
when the time calls for it.
Meczka has all of the tools
to be one of the great tight
ends in BG history
Although he isn't setting
the Falcon reception totals
on fire, he is making a
valuable contribution to the
team with his superior
blocking abilities.

MECZKA has conditioned
himself to go on the field
every Saturday just to knock
players out of the way of the
sweeping BG ball carriers
If he manages to get a
pass, he tries to make every
yard count
"I'd like to get my hands
on the ball more." he
sighed "But let's face it. I'd
rather see my block
springing a runner for six
points, instead of worrying
if I'm going to get the ball."
Being a modest player.
Meczka is never easy to
satisfy. The biggest critic he
has about the job he does on
the gridiron is himself.
"After every game. I'm
never pleased with my performance because there is
always room for improvement." he said
"I have a lot more confidence in myself in getting
the job done. I just go out
there and give my best
effort and wait for the
results."
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FOR ALL

What: Reading Diagnosis and
Mini Speed Reading Lesson

OraaMacika

Club hockey
Center Greg Hatch scored
a hat trick and had four
points to lead the Bowling
Green club hockey team to a
convincing 11-1 victory over
St. Clair Community College
Saturday at the Ice Arena.
Despite a sluggish first
period. BG got three goals
The Falcons broke out to an
8-0 lead after two periods
and added three more in the
third
Mark Scullion had a goal
and three points while six
other clubbers had one goal
apiece.
Mike Fitzpatrick. Steve
Darr, Tommy F.sper. Mike
Lorey. Rick Knowles. John
Basalyga and Tim Knisely
all dented the nets in the onslaught
Carl Link and Jim
McClure shared goaltending
duties
BG opens its Midwestern
Collegiate Hockey Association season Saturday at 10:15
p.m. at the Ice Arena
against Henry Ford Community College.

said. "The coaches want me
to block, and I have to be
able to block because of the
type of plays we run.''

Where: Rm. 115, Education Bldg.
When: Nov. 10 and 14, 3:00-4:00 p.
A Service of the BGSU Reading Center

Don't Miss
Dads Day
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both of stoning silver or
14K yellow gold with beautiful engraved initials. The
earrings are most attractive
for pierced ears and the pin,
v4 Inch in diameter, is both
dainty and elegant. Wear
them as a set or separately.
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Dads Day Tickets
Now on Sale at
Memorial Hall
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Students SI 00
Vis. Students - S3 00
Parents - $5.00
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U.A.O. - Dad's Day Pub
Bring your pop to the pub after the game

Cardinal Room - 4:30-8:30 - Nov. 11
Enjoy Beer, Pizza, Popcorn. "Free" Peanuts!!
You and Your Dad will love it!!!
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